
ARWEI SAUBERLAUF
CORAL GRIP HD

Additional features:

Antistatic 
ISO 6356

The coarse dirt remover for exterior and interior
Active dirt prevention starts ideally in exterior. Coral Grip is a versatile course remover for exterior and interior.
Coral Grip HD was especially developed for strongly strained entrance areas. The landform configuration design and the long 
living vinyl fibers provide a durable and highly effective dirt stripping.

   With anti-slip granulate

   Protects the entrance from dirt

   Ideal for entrances beginning in the outside and continuing into the inside

   Complies with requirements for strong frequency in the building

1220 mm 
 

three-dimensional
bound monofilaments  
+ anti-slip granulate
open structure

vinyl 5500 g/m² 16.0 mm

All dimensions are approximate measures. The Sauberlauf carpets only have conditional dimensional stability when layed loosely. 

suitable for public 
properties 33

Anti-slip property 
(EN 13893)  

Roll width Type of production Top layer
Total  
weight

Total  
height

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3Sauberlauf Foyer
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Constructional and material changes in the course of further product development reserved. All dimensions are standard values without considering production engineeringre-
lated tolerances. They are based on our experience and testing. The variety of associated materials and working conditions that occur on jobsites are not checked in detail and
cannot be influenced by us. The quality of your work depends on your own professional judgment and product usage. If in doubt of any application recommendation or instruction, 
conduct a small test or obtain technical advice. With the publication of this product data sheet invalidates all previous product information. The respective updated version of this 
datasheet can be found on our Homepage under www.arwei.de.
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